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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ENSURING A 
SHARING VIOLATION FREE 

ENVIRONMENT FORA TRUSTED 
SOFTWARE AGENT 

FIELD OF DISCLOSURE 

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and sys 
tem for providing a sharing violation free environment for a 
trusted software agent that monitors ?le I/O operations and 
?le manipulations done by other applications. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] A trusted softWare agent component typically relies 
on 1/0 ?le operations of other applications and examines ?les 
Written by these applications. Such an agent can be found in 
?elds such as anti-virus applications or data loss prevention 
agents. The agent is triggered to scan ?les, usually as a result 
of a ?le operation executed on the same ?les by another 
arbitrary application. Typically, such applications tend to per 
form a sequence of loW level ?le operations, Which can be 
regarded as a high level ?le save operation. Each loW level 
operation may trigger the agent to examine the ?le, While the 
application may still request further access to the ?le. This 
situation may lead to sharing violations betWeen the agent 
and the applications manipulating the ?les. While the agent 
can be designed to gracefully handle sharing violations, this 
situation can seriously damage the behavior of other applica 
tions in use. 

[0003] For example, the problem may be caused When a 
user application requests exclusive rights to a ?le during the 
time that the agent is already holding the ?le. Some agent 
applications, especially anti-virus applications, have a strict 
solutioniWhen the agent identi?es that another application 
requests a ?le that it is using, it Will either immediately release 
the ?le (alloWing the application to continue) or force the 
application to Wait, by delaying the return of the ?le handle. 
This solution is possible since the agent installs a ?le ?lter 
driver that can track create ?le requests by both the agent and 
by other applications. The tWo main draWbacks of this tradi 
tional solution are that the agent and application Will handle 
the requests in a sequential, non concurrent manner, even if a 
sharing violation is not inevitable, and that the agent’s ?le 
?lter driver is required to realiZe that the same ?le is in use by 
the agent and other applications. This requirement, Which 
may seem simple at ?rst glance, is in fact very complicated. 
Files can be accessed using various ?le names due to sym 
bolic links, shortcuts, relative paths, etc. The agent’ s ?le ?lter 
driver is required to resolve all requests in a manner Which 
Will ensure the recognition of different requests to the same 
?les. 

[0004] Thus, the traditional approach is complex and can 
interfere With the normal operation of applications. A need 
arises for a technique by Which an agent can perform in a 
sharing violation free environment, Which reduces complex 
ity and eliminates interference With applications. 
[0005] The present invention provides a method and system 
by Which an agent can perform in a sharing violation free 
environment, Which reduces complexity and eliminates inter 
ference With applications. This solution alloWs concurrent 
access of both the agent and other applications to the same 
?les as long as a sharing violation does not occur. The appli 
cations do not need to Wait for the agent to complete exam 
ining the ?les unless a sharing violation actually occurs, and 
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only if the sharing violation is indeed caused because the 
trusted agent is handling the same ?le as the application itself. 
Furthermore this approach is simple, robust, does not require 
complex mapping of the ?le system and provides a much 
better throughput by reducing application Waiting time. This 
solution is not restricted only to data loss prevention or anti 
virus applications; it can also bene?t scanning/ indexing 
applications and other applications that require real time 
analysis of ?les. 
[0006] A method for handling sharing violations in a com 
puter system comprises intercepting a request by an applica 
tion for access to a ?le, capturing a sharing violation raised by 
the operating system in response to the said request, deter 
mining Whether the sharing violation occurred due to the 
trusted agent and in that case queuing the application ?le 
access request until the trusted agent completes processing 
the ?le and then reprocessing the application’s ?le access 
request. 
[0007] When a sharing violation occurs in response to an 
application’ s ?le access request, it can be determined if it has 
occurred due to the trusted agent. This is done by counting the 
agent ?le accesses triggered by applications and examining 
the appropriate counter at the time a sharing violation is 
raised. The agent maintains a counter per each application 
triggering the agent, Which counts active ?le handles used by 
the agent and that are triggered by the application. When the 
counter is greater than Zero it implies that the agent is han 
dling ?les due to an operation previously performed by the 
application Which the counter refers to. At such time, if a 
sharing violation is raised due to a ?le handle request by the 
same application if could be determined With high con?dence 
that the sharing violation is caused by the trusted agent. The 
present invention Will queue the application ?le access 
request and reprocess it later. If an application ?le access 
request raises a sharing violation While the relevant agent 
counter is Zero, it implies that the agent is not holding any ?les 
requested by the application and that the sharing violation 
Was de?nitely not due to the trusted agent but rather due to a 
collision betWeen tWo arbitrary applications, and in that case 
the sharing violation Will be raised to the application request 
ing the ?le Without any intervention. The method may further 
comprise signaling the trusted agent that the ?le system has 
raised a sharing violation for an application ?le access request 
and that the violation is due to the trusted agent. The method 
may further comprise determining When the trusted agent no 
longer has access to the ?les requested the other application 
When the appropriate counter value is Zero and reprocessing 
the application ?le access request previously queued. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0008] The details of the present invention, both as to its 
structure and operation, can best be understood by referring to 
the accompanying draWings, in Which like reference numbers 
and designations refer to like elements. 
[0009] FIG. 1 is an exemplary block diagram of a softWare 
system, such as in a host computer system, in Which the 
present invention may be implemented. 
[0010] FIG. 2 is an exemplary ?oW diagram ofa process of 
monitoring agent ?le access. 
[0011] FIG. 3 is an exemplary ?oW diagram ofa process of 
handling other application’s ?le access requests. 
[0012] FIG. 4 is an exemplary ?oW diagram ofa process of 
handling other application’s ?le access requests using a 
potential violation request list. 
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[0013] FIG. 5 is an exemplary block diagram of a computer 
system, in Which the present invention may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0014] A software system 100 in Which the present inven 
tion may be implemented is shoWn in FIG. 1. System 100 
includes trusted agent 101, other applications 102, ?le ?lter 
driver 103 for trusted agent 101, ?le system 104, pending 
sharing violation queues 105, and pending violation requests 
lists 106. Trusted agent 101 is a software component that 
tracks ?les Written by other applications 102. Agent 101 has 
sharing violation extensions 101A, Which are data structure 
that store information about ?le handles used by the agent and 
triggered by the application. The agent maintains an instance 
of this data structure per each application that triggers the 
agent ?le access requests. Sharing violation extensions 101A 
interact With complementary sharing violation extensions 
103A installed With the agent’s ?le ?lter driver 103. The 
underlying ?le system 104 receives the access requests from 
the ?le ?lter driver 103 and may occasionally raise a sharing 
violation. 
[0015] File system 104 is softWare for storing and organiZ 
ing computer ?les and the data they contain to provide the 
capability to ?nd and access the ?les. Typically, ?le systems 
are considered part of the operating system of the computer. 
File systems may use a data storage device such as a hard disk 
or CD-ROM and involve maintaining the physical location of 
the ?les. More formally, a ?le system is a set of abstract data 
types that are implemented for the storage, hierarchical orga 
niZation, manipulation, navigation, access, and retrieval of 
data. File ?lter driver 103 is a driver that adds value to or 
modi?es the behavior of another driverispeci?cally, ?le 
system 104. File ?lter driver 103 can ?lter I/O operations for 
one or more ?le systems or ?le system volumes. Depending 
on the nature of the driver, ?le ?lter driver 103 can log, 
observe, or modify ?le system events, or the ?lter can even 
prevent ?le system events from occurring. 
[0016] The agent’s ?le ?lter driver 103 uses tWo types of 
data structures; pending sharing violation queues 105 and 
potential violating request lists 106. The data structures 
including sharing violation queue 105, potential violation 
request list 106, sharing violation extension 101A, and shar 
ing violation extension 103A are all implemented so that they 
have instances per each lock type. In a preferred embodiment, 
the data structures are replicated for each application (the 
application inducing the agent request is used as a represen 
tative to map the appropriate data structure), While other 
possible implementations can store these structures per ?le 
system mount or other lock types. 
[0017] A trusted agent’s ?le access process 200 is shoWn in 
FIG. 2. It is best vieWed in conjunction With FIG. 1. In step 
209 an application ?le access triggers the agent to also access 
the ?le. In step 210, When the agent 101 needs to open the ?le 
201, it uses the appropriate sharing violation extension 101A 
to acquire a sharing object lock. The sharing object increases 
a reference count, Which holds the number of agent ?le access 
requests currently being processed and that Were all triggered 
by the same application. This value is non negative, and can 
be greater than one if there are several agent threads. In step 
212, the agent’s ?le ?lter driver 103 proceeds With the ?le 
access request 204 by sending the request to the underlying 
?le system. This request may fail, resulting in a sharing vio 
lation 205, if the other application has already acquired exclu 
sive sharing access for the ?le. In this case, in step 214, the ?le 
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?lter driver 103 propagates 208 the sharing violation to the 
agent Which is responsible for gracefully handling this error. 
This type of failure is not a concern since it is not causing 
other applications to fail and may be handled by the trusted 
agent. In step 216, once the agent ?nishes processing the ?le 
and disposes the ?le handle, the sharing extension’s appro 
priate reference counter is decreased. 
[0018] A process 300 of handling other application’s ?le 
access requests is shoWn in FIG. 3. It is best vieWed in con 
junction With FIG. 1. The process begins With step 302, in 
Which, an arbitrary application requests access to a ?le. In 
step 304, the request is passed 202 through the agent’s ?le 
?lter driver 103, since the driver 103 is installed at the ?le 
?lter driver stack. In step 306, the agent’s ?le ?lter driver 103 
captures possible sharing violations 205 raised by the oper 
ating system (?le system) 104. If no sharing violation is 
raised, then, in step 308, the access is alloWed Without inter 
ference and ?le ?lter driver passes the ?le handle 203 to the 
requesting application 102. 
[0019] If, in step 306, a sharing violation is raised, then in 
step 310, it is determined Whether the application speci?c 
sharing object reference counter is Zero at that time. If so, it 
means that the agent is not processing the same ?le, but rather 
another arbitrary application Was causing the sharing viola 
tion. In this case, in step 312, the ?le ?lter driver 103 Will 
propagate the sharing violation to the requesting application, 
since the violation Was not triggered by the trusted agent. 
HoWever, in step 310, if at the time the sharing violation Was 
raised, the reference counter is greater than Zero, the ?le ?lter 
driver must take action as this indicates With high probability 
a sharing violation caused by the trusted agent. In this case, in 
step 314, the ?le ?lter driver 103 Will insert the application 
request 206 to the appropriate pending sharing violation 
queue 105. Once the agent 101 ?nishes processing the ?le, it 
releases the sharing object lock, reducing the reference 
counter. In step 316, When the reference counter is reduced to 
Zero a de-queue is performed from the pending sharing vio 
lation queue 105. A ?le access request, made earlier by an 
application and failed due to a sharing violation, is noW resent 
204 to the ?le system 104. Since the agent is not processing 
the same ?le at this time, the request may either succeed and 
a ?le handle Will be returned to the requesting application, or 
a sharing violation may be raised, but in this case it is de? 
nitely not caused by the trusted agent. The application even 
tually receives the requested ?le handle and cannot distin 
guish betWeen the case Where the ?le handle Was gained 
immediately and the case Where the request invoked a sharing 
violation, Was queued and eventually reprocessed. The inter 
cept/capture/determine/queue/reprocess sequence is masked 
from the requesting application. Consequently sharing viola 
tions induced by the trusted agent are never realiZed by other 
applications and does not interrupt With their Work. 
[0020] Preventing Starvation. 
[0021] Once a ?le handle request issued by an application 
causes a sharing violation, and the sharing violation is caused 
by the agent, the request is inserted 206 into the pending 
sharing violation queue 105. At this time it is important to 
signal the agent that it is causing a sharing violation. This is 
done, in step 314, by raising a sharing violation event using 
the ?le ?lter driver and agent’s sharing violation extensions. 
Once a sharing violation event is raised, the agent Will be 
blocked from requesting additional ?le access requests that 
require the same sharing object and Will only be alloWed to 
release the sharing object lock. This mechanism is intended to 
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reduce application Waiting time by assuring that the agent 
minimizes ?le access requests once it is interfering With other 
applications. 

[0022] 
[0023] A possible race condition can be caused in the fol 
loWing scenario: An application requests access to a ?le 
Which is used by the trusted agent. The operating system 
raises a sharing violation, but before the ?le ?lter driver 103 
is able to establish that the sharing violation is induced by the 
trusted agent, a context sWitch alloWs the agent to reduce the 
sharing object reference count to Zero. In this case the ?le 
?lter driver Will not realiZe that the sharing violation Was 
caused because of the trusted agent, and therefore the appli 
cation’s request Will fail, instead of being sent to the pending 
queue for reprocessing. The solution to the described scenario 
is the use of the potential violation request list 106, as shoWn 
in FIG. 4. The purpose of potential violation request list 106 
is to store the state of the sharing violation object at the time 
the request Was passed to the ?le system (alloWing the ?le 
?lter driver to use this information later). When an application 
requests access to a ?le, step 302, the ?le ?lter driver checks 
if the appropriate sharing object reference count is non Zero, 
step 402. In this case, in step 404, the request is added to the 
potential sharing violation list 207 before being sent to the ?le 
system in step 306. If, in step 306, the ?le system returns the 
request successfully, then in step 406, it is removed from the 
list. HoWever, if a sharing violation is returned, and the shar 
ing object reference count is Zero, the presence of the request 
in the list indicates that the sharing violation Was probably 
caused by the trusted agent. In this case, in step 314, the ?le 
?lter driver 103 Will insert the application request 206 to the 
appropriate pending sharing violation queue 105. Once the 
agent 101 ?nishes processing the ?le, it releases the sharing 
object lock, reducing the reference counter. In step 316, When 
the reference counter is reduced to Zero a de-queue is per 
formed from the pending sharing violation queue 105. A ?le 
access request, made earlier by an application and failed due 
to a sharing violation, is noW resent 204 to the ?le system 104. 
If at step 310 the counter is Zero, the pending request list is 
checked 311 to determine if the request Was added to the list 
in step 404. If so, then step 314 is folloWed as the sharing 
violation Was probably due to the trusted agent and the 
request is removed from the list. If the request is not in the list, 
the sharing violation is sent to the application in step 312 as 
the sharing violation Was not caused by the agent. An exem 
plary block diagram of a computer system 500, in Which the 
present invention may be implemented. is shoWn in FIG. 5. 
Computer system 500 is typically a programmed general 
purpose computer system, such as a personal computer, 
Workstation, server system, and minicomputer or mainframe 
computer. Computer system 500 includes one or more pro 
cessors (CPUs) 502A-502N, input/output circuitry 540, net 
Work adapter 506, and memory 508. CPUs 502A-502N 
execute program instructions in order to carry out the func 
tions of the present invention. Typically, CPUs 502A-502N 
are one or more microprocessors, such as an INTEL PEN 

TIUM® processor. FIG. 5 illustrates an embodiment in Which 
computer system 500 is implemented as a single multi-pro 
cessor computer system, in Which multiple processors 502A 
502N share system resources, such as memory 508, input/ 
output circuitry 504, and netWork adapter 506. HoWever, the 
present invention also contemplates embodiments in Which 
computer system 500 is implemented as a plurality of net 
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Worked computer systems, Which may be single-processor 
computer systems, multi-processor computer systems, or a 
mix thereof. 

[0024] Input/ output circuitry 504 provides the capability to 
input data to, or output data from, computer system 500. For 
example, input/output circuitry may include input devices, 
such as keyboards, mice, touchpads, trackballs, scanners, 
etc., output devices, such as video adapters, monitors, print 
ers, etc., and input/output devices, such as, modems, etc. 
Network adapter 506 interfaces computer system 500 With 
Internet/ intranet 510. Internet/intranet 510 may include one 
or more standard local area netWork (LAN) or Wide area 

netWork (WAN), such as Ethernet, Token Ring, the Internet, 
or a private or proprietary LAN/WAN. 

[0025] Memory 508 stores program instructions that are 
executed by, and data that are used and processed by, CPUs 
502A-N to perform the functions of computer system 500. 
Memory 504 may include electronic memory devices, such as 
random-access memory, (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), 
programmable read-only memory (PROM), electrically eras 
able programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), ?ash 
memory, etc., and electromechanical memory, such as mag 
netic disk drives, tape drives, optical disk drives, etc., Which 
may use an integrated drive electronics (IDE) interface, or a 
variation or enhancement thereof, such as enhanced IDE 
(BIDE) or ultra direct memory access (UDMA), or a small 
computer system interface (SCSI) based interface, or a varia 
tion or enhancement thereof, such as fast-SCSI, Wide-SCSI, 
fast and Wide-SCSI, etc., or a ?ber channel-arbitrated loop 
(FC-AL) interface. 
[0026] The contents of memory 508 varies depending upon 
the function that computer system 500 is programmed to 
perform. In the example shoWn in FIG. 5, memory 508 
includes trusted agent 101, sharing violation extension 101A, 
other applications 102, ?le ?lter driver 103 for trusted agent 
101, sharing violation extension 103A, ?le system 104, pend 
ing sharing violation queue 105, pending violation requests 
lists 106, and operating system 512. Trusted agent 101 is a 
softWare component that tracks ?le 110 of other applications 
102.Agent101 has a sharing violation extension 101A, Which 
is a data structure that stores information about to sharing 
violations relating to agent 101. Sharing violation extension 
101A interacts With a complementary sharing violation 
extension 103A installed With the agent’s ?le ?lter driver 103. 
Sharing violation extension 103A is a data structure that 
stores information about to sharing violations relating to the 
agent’s ?le ?lter driver 103. File system 104 is softWare for 
storing and organiZing computer ?les and the data they con 
tain to provide the capability to ?nd and access the ?les. 
Typically, ?le system 104 is part of operating system 512. The 
agent’s ?le ?lter driver 103 uses tWo data structuresia pend 
ing sharing violation queue 105 and a potential violating 
request list 106. Operating system 512 provides overall sys 
tem functionality. 
[0027] As shoWn in FIG. 5, the present invention contem 
plates implementation on a system or systems that provide 
multi-processor, multi-tasking, multi-process, and/or multi 
thread computing, as Well as implementation on systems that 
provide only single processor, single thread computing. 
Multi-processor computing involves performing computing 
using more than one processor. Multi-tasking computing 
involves performing computing using more than one operat 
ing system task. A task is an operating system concept that 
refers to the combination of a program being executed and 
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bookkeeping information used by the operating system. 
Whenever a program is executed, the operating system cre 
ates a neW task for it. The task is like an envelope for the 
program in that it identi?es the program With a task number 
and attaches other bookkeeping information to it. Many oper 
ating systems, including UNIX®, OS/2®, and WINDOWS®, 
are capable of running many tasks at the same time and are 
called multitasking operating systems. Multi-tasking is the 
ability of an operating system to execute more than one 
executable at the same time. Each executable is running in its 
oWn address space, meaning that the executables have no Way 
to share any of their memory. This has advantages, because it 
is impossible for any program to damage the execution of any 
of the other programs running on the system. HoWever, the 
programs have no Way to exchange any information except 
through the operating system (or by reading ?les stored on the 
?le system). Multi-process computing is similar to multi 
tasking computing, as the terms task and process are often 
used interchangeably, although some operating systems 
make a distinction betWeen the tWo. 

[0028] It is important to note that While the present inven 
tion has been described in the context of a fully functioning 
data processing system, those of ordinary skill in the art Will 
appreciate that the processes of the present invention are 
capable of being distributed in the form of a computer read 
able medium of instructions and a variety of forms and that 
the present invention applies equally regardless of the par 
ticular type of signal bearing media actually used to carry out 
the distribution. Examples of computer readable media 
include storage media, examples of Which include, but are not 
limited to, ?oppy disks, hard disk drives, CD-ROMs, DVD 
ROMs, RAM, and, ?ash memory, as Well as transmission 
media, examples of Which include, but are not limited to, 
digital and analog communications links. 
[0029] Although speci?c embodiments of the present 
invention have been described, it Will be understood by those 
of skill in the art that there are other embodiments that are 
equivalent to the described embodiments. Accordingly, it is to 
be understood that the invention is not to be limited by the 
speci?c illustrated embodiments, but only by the scope of the 
appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for handling sharing violations in a computer 

system comprising: 
intercepting a request by an application directed to a ?le in 

a ?le system of an operating system for access to the ?le; 
capturing a sharing violation issued by the operating sys 
tem in response to the request; 

determining Whether the sharing violation Was due to a 
trusted agent, Wherein the trusted agent is a softWare 
agent con?gured to monitor ?le operations performed 
on the computer system; 

storing one or more ?le access requests from the applica 
tion in a queue if the sharing violation Was due to the 
trusted agent; and 

reprocessing the one or more requests by the application 
for access to the ?le after the trusted agent releases the 
?le. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the act of determining 
Whether the sharing violation Was due to the trusted agent 
comprises determining that a count of the ?le access requests 
by the trusted agent triggered by the application is greater 
than Zero. 
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3. The method of claim 2, further comprising signaling the 
trusted agent that the sharing violation due to the trusted agent 
has occurred. 

4. The method of claim 2, further comprising determining 
that the trusted agent no longer has access to the ?le When the 
count equals Zero. 

5. The method of claim 4, Wherein the act of reprocessing 
the request by the application for access to the ?le comprises: 

removing the request by the application for access to the 
?le from the queue; and 

resending the request by the application for access to the 

6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the act of determining 
Whether the sharing violation Was due to the trusted agent 
comprises: 
making a ?rst determination, prior to capturing the sharing 

violation issued by the operating system, of Whether a 
count of requests for access by the trusted agent to the 
?le is greater than Zero and When the count is greater 
than Zero adding the request by the application for 
access to the ?le to a list; 

making a second determination, after capturing the sharing 
violation issued by the operating system, of Whether the 
count of requests for access by the trusted agent to the 
?le is greater than Zero; and 

determining that the sharing violation is due to the trusted 
agent When the request is in the list or the count is greater 
than Zero after the second determination is made. 

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising signaling the 
trusted agent that the sharing violation due to the trusted agent 
has occurred. 

8. The method of claim 6, further comprising determining 
that the trusted agent no longer has access to the ?le When the 
count equals Zero. 

9. The method of claim 8, Wherein the act of reprocessing 
the request by the application for access to the ?le comprises: 

removing the request by the application for access to the 
?le from the queue and from the list; and 

resending the request by the application for access to the 

10. A system for handling sharing violations in a computer 
system comprising: 

a processor operable to execute computer program instruc 
tions; 

a memory operable to store computer program instructions 
executable by the processor; and 

computer program instructions stored in the memory and 
executable to cause the processor to: 

intercept a request by an application directed to a ?le in a 
?le system of an operating system for access to the ?le; 

capture a sharing violation issued by the operating system 
in response to the request; 

determine Whether the sharing violation Was due to a 
trusted agent, Wherein the trusted agent is a softWare 
agent con?gured to monitor ?le operations performed 
on the computer system; 

store one or more ?le access requests from the application 
in a queue if the sharing violation Was due to the trusted 
agent; and 

reprocess the one or more requests by the application for 
access to the ?le after the trusted agent releases the ?le. 

11. The system of claim 10, Wherein the instructions to 
cause the processor to determine Whether the sharing viola 
tion Was due to the trusted agent comprise instructions to 
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cause the processor to determine that a count of the ?le access 
requests by the trusted agent triggered by the application is 
greater than Zero. 

12. The system of claim 11, further comprising instructions 
to cause the processor to signal the trusted agent that the 
sharing violation due to the trusted agent has occurred. 

13. The system of claim 11, further comprising instructions 
to cause the processor to determine that the trusted agent no 
longer has access to the ?le When the count equals Zero. 

14. The system of claim 13, Wherein the instructions to 
cause the processor to reprocess the request by the application 
for access to the ?le comprise instructions to cause the pro 
cessor to: 

remove the request by the application for access to the ?le 
from the queue; and 

resend the request by the application for access to the ?le. 
15. The system of claim 10, Wherein the instructions to 

cause the processor to determine Whether the sharing viola 
tion Was due to the trusted agent comprise instructions to 
cause the processor to: 
make a ?rst determination, prior to capturing the sharing 

violation issued by the operating system, of Whether a 
count of requests for access by the trusted agent to the 
?le is greater than Zero and When the count is greater 
than Zero adding the request by the application for 
access to the ?le to a list; 

make a second determination, after capturing the sharing 
violation issued by the operating system, of Whether the 
count of requests for access by the trusted agent to the 
?le is greater than Zero; and 

determine that the sharing violation is due to the trusted 
agent When the request is in the list or the count is greater 
than Zero after the second determination is made. 

16. The system of claim 15, further comprising instructions 
to cause the processor to signal the trusted agent that the 
sharing violation due to the trusted agent has occurred. 

17. The system of claim 15, further comprising instructions 
to cause the processor to determine that the trusted agent no 
longer has access to the ?le When the count equals Zero. 

18. The system of claim 17, Wherein the instructions to 
cause the processor to reprocess the request by the application 
for access to the ?le comprise instructions to cause the pro 
cessor to: 

remove the request by the application for access to the ?le 
from the queue; and 

resend the request by the application for access to the ?le. 
19. A computer program product for handling sharing vio 

lations in a computer system comprising: 
a non-transitory computer readable storage medium; 
computer program instructions, recorded on the computer 

readable storage medium and executable by a processor, 
to cause the processor to: 

intercept a request by an application directed to a ?le in a 
?le system of an operating system for access to the ?le; 
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capture a sharing violation issued by the operating system 
in response to the request; 

determine Whether the sharing violation Was due to a 
trusted agent, Wherein the trusted agent is a software 
agent con?gured to monitor ?le operations performed 
on the computer system; 

store one or more ?le access requests from the application 
in a queue if the sharing violation Was due to the trusted 
agent; and 

reprocess the one or more requests by the application for 
access to the ?le after the trusted agent releases the ?le. 

20. The computer program product of claim 19, Wherein 
the instructions to cause the processor to determine Whether 
the sharing violation Was due to the trusted agent comprise 
instructions to cause the processor to determine that a count of 
the ?le access requests by the trusted agent triggered by the 
application is greater than Zero. 

21. The computer program product of claim 20, further 
comprising instructions to cause the processor to signal the 
trusted agent that the sharing violation due to the trusted agent 
has occurred. 

22. The computer program product of claim 20, further 
comprising instructions to cause the processor to determine 
that the trusted agent no longer has access to the ?le When the 
count equals Zero. 

23. The computer program product of claim 22, Wherein 
the instructions to cause the processor to reprocess the request 
by the application for access to the ?le comprise instructions 
to cause the processor to: 

remove the request by the application for access to the ?le 
from the queue; and 

resend the request by the application for access to the ?le. 
24. The computer program product of claim 19, Wherein 

the instructions to cause the processor to determine Whether 
the sharing violation Was due to the trusted agent comprise 
instructions to cause the processor to: 
make a ?rst determination, prior to capturing the sharing 

violation issued by the operating system, of Whether a 
count of requests for access by the trusted agent to the 
?le is greater than Zero and When the count is greater 
than Zero adding the request by the application for 
access to the ?le to a list; 

make a second determination, after capturing the sharing 
violation issued by the operating system, of Whether the 
count of requests for access by the trusted agent to the 
?le is greater than Zero; and 

determine that the sharing violation is due to the trusted 
agent When the request is in the list or the count is greater 
than Zero after the second determination is made. 

25. The computer program product of claim 24, further 
comprising instructions to cause the processor to signal the 
trusted agent that the sharing violation due to the trusted agent 
has occurred. 


